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Mayor Myra Menon on Enterprise Experience
Mayor Myra Menon works in
WCNYs City Hall with the
Judge Keira, the Police Officer
Novalin, the accountant Kyle
Harp, and the Environmental
Associate Jacob Huff. When
asked “When is it important
to start thinking about the
future?” she says “I think you
should always be focused on
the Future, but still be present
in the current moment.”

Pictured below: Myra Menon

When asked how she would describe
her experience in the Enterprise
America City she said “My
experience has been very good,
everyone has been very kind and
welcoming.”

When asked what she plans to do for the
Enterprise America City Myra says “I plan to keep
everyone safe. I want everyone to have a good
successful business, and if crime become a
problem people will be appropriately fined.”

Advertisements 2
Revolution Wellness
Hello people of all ages. We have top of
the line pharmacy medicine, with trained
professionals. Like Amazon, we have
medicine from A-Z. We offer such things
as stress balls, worry beads, message chair
sessions to help promote stress free
lifestyle, and awareness pins. Our staff is
always ready to give a helping hand with
friendly positive attitude.

Web News
News on the daily provides the latest news
straight on any device. We have everything
from sports, local events, and weather right
at your fingertips. With only a few swipes
you can have the latest weather, sport news
updated daily. We take pride in giving you
quality, local, and global news making sure
you are always up to date. We provide news
on the go, so you will always know.

Nature Shop
Hi my name is Nazjalia and this is
the rest of my group and together
we are called the Crafty Kids. We
can make anything you put your
mind on.

National Grid Utility Company
Do you like electricity? I use it
every day for many things like charging
my phone, playing video games, turning
lights on to see, keeping food cold in the
refrigerator, watching TV, and using the
ATM. It is easy to say that electricity
changes lives. With the National Grid
Utility Company my life and other
people’s lives are made easier.

Fancy Clancy Sign Shop
Stop in to the Fancy Clancy Sign Shop. The Fancy Clancy will take care of all
your printing needs. All the sign shop that’s fit to print! See you soon!
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Maya Boots-managing editor
Madalyn Ryan-accountant
Gun Sumlut-senior Reporter
Amelie Savastano-co-editor
TJ Palm-reporter
Zaynah Mere-sales executive
Xenii Dollerson-photo journalist
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